
Task Masters
Today’s business gear spotlights organizing features and RFID-blocking technology with 

plenty of versatility and verve. Designs synergize style savvy and business acumen.  
The result? Bags that are technological taskmasters when it comes to the bottom line: 

giving you the professional edge in organized, efficient business travel.

From Jack Georges’ Voyager Collection, this softly 
constructed top-zip briefcase with front flap is made 

from hand-stained vegetable re-tanned buffalo 
leather. The bag has a vintage aesthetic paired with 

modern organizational features: a padded laptop 
compartment and numerous interior and exterior 

pockets. MSRP $315

Value and function merge in DELSEY’s Trolley 
Tote from its new Helium Pilot 3.0 Collection. 

Lightweight at 6.3 lbs., the case features silent-
running spinner wheels, an organizer in the front 

pocket with a protective sleeve for a tablet and two 
deluxe compartments, one with a 15.6” laptop 

protective sleeve and the other with tie-down straps 
to keep clothing in place on overnight trips.  

MSRP $169.99

From Piel’s Vintage Collection, the Laptop 
Carry-all/Convertible Backpack, in soft and 

supple leather accented with silver hardware, is 
business-savvy with a dual zip-opening to a main 

compartment with padded laptop and interior zip 
pockets. Versatility comes via double carry handles 

and detachable backpack straps that fold into a 
large open pocket. MSRP $292.99
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The Anti-Theft React Computer/
Messenger Bag by Travelon means 
business with slash-proof construction, 
locking compartments and an 
adjustable, cut-proof shoulder strap 
that attaches to a post or chair. A 
checkpoint-friendly rear compartment 
holds a laptop up to 15.6” and an 
organizer panel has an RFID-blocking 
card. It is available in black, aqua and 
rock. MSRP $125

J World’s Astor is ready for the workday 
with its shoulder strap slip-in system, 
padded laptop sleeve, front pocket 
for organizer, padded grip handle and 
telescoping handle. MSRP $180

Here is an on-trend silhouette with 
plenty of compartments to keep your 
packing organized: Andiamo’s Drop 
Bottom Satchel from 24-7 International 
is eye-catching in Duramax® high 
density nylon trimmed with top 
grain leather and finished with high 
performing YKK zippers. MSRP $295
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Cabrelli & Co. upgrades your next business trip to first class with its Roller Brief in black or blue python. This top-zip roller is carry-on size and offers responsive inline 
wheels, two side pockets, a front zip pocket and a padded compartment for a 15.6” laptop and tablets of any size. MSRP $160 • Elegant and polished, McKlein’s 
Francesca Faux Croco Leather Ladies’ Laptop Tote is expertly designed with exotic print, high-gloss faux leather. Women execs will appreciate the structured base 
and clean-line silhouette, an intriguing balance between soft and striking. A belt strap pulls the style together and a tone-on-tone die-cut overlay adds the finishing 
touch. MSRP $120 • Travel safely and in style with Royce Leather’s Women’s 24-Hour Laptop Tote Bag in black and navy blue with the added security of RFID-blocking 
technology. Handcrafted in Saffiano leather and adorned with luxurious nickel hardware zippers and fixings, this bag can comfortably fit up to a 15” laptop or tablet. 
Lots of exterior pockets will keep you organized. MSRP $375 • Carry baggallini’s versatile lightweight nylon Stanza Tote as a tote, shoulder bag or cross-body bag. 
Features include a padded front zipper pocket to keep your tablet secure and three individual openings with lots of space and organization inside for personal items. 
A removable clutch has an RFID protection lining. MSRP $185

Slim, lightweight, thoughtfully protective and entirely made from recycled plastic bottles, GreenSmart’s fully featured 13” Addax laptop case will meet your everyday 
needs and more. Available in charcoal and black, the case has padded and lined electronics compartments and an easy-access exterior earbud pocket. MSRP $69.95 
• Close the deal with assurance: Sport Genius Pack’s Entrepreneur, a modern, highly functional case in limited edition charcoal with designated spot for pens, 
business cards, mobile device, laptop, tablet and more. The best news: You can power up at the airport and never lose power when you travel with the bag’s Mobile 
Charger Integration. MSRP $98 • Always up to the task at hand and All Ways Secure™, Eagle Creek’s Convertabrief is a checkpoint-friendly briefcase that converts to 
a backpack. Made 3X tough with durable Bi-Tech™ fabrics, it features lockable, self-repairing zippers and a passport-sized RFID Blocker pocket for ID protection, plus 
a digital safe zone with padded fleece-lined compartments. MSRP $175 • STM Bags’ Trust Laptop Messenger Bag can be relied on to carry and protect the essentials 
of your digital day with room left over for other items that need to make the commute. Dedicated laptop compartment and tablet slip pocket, protective front flap with 
lined pocket for phone and a host of other pockets plus organizing panel keep you on top of business. MSRP $129.95
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Victorinox’s Sage features lots of organizing 
pockets and panels – including a dedicated 
15.6” padded laptop compartment and a 
zippered tablet/eReader pocket – with a top-
zip closure and three-inch side-zip expansion 
for extra capacity on demand. Elegant silver 
hardware and leather touch points make it 
boardroom-ready. MSRP $179.99

Best practices in the style department are 
shown off in Hang Accessories’ Trolley Bags 
from the Metallic Collection. The 360 Rolling 
Bag features a removable laptop sleeve, 
exterior pocket for iPad and passport, 360° 
wheels and a retractable handle, all sized to 
carry on the plane. MSRP $189-$249

The capacious London Fog City Shopper  
from Leisure Merchandising – available in 
Coventry, Soho and Chatham Collections –  
is large enough for a weekend getaway 
yet sized to work as an everyday carry-all. 
Weighing less than 2 lbs., it is made of 
lightweight yet durable micro-ballistic fabric 
and features lots of organizing pockets, 
including a laptop-friendly compartment.  
MSRP $120 
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Constructed of innovative Duramax® nylon fabric for 
unsurpassed resistance to abrasion and tears, the Pathfinder 

Revolution Plus is a wheeled checkpoint-friendly business 
case from 24-7 International. A light anti-scratch vinyl/

acetate copolymer backing increases resistance to  
moisture and abrasion, while offering a more  

eco-conscious solution to PVC. MSRP $249.99

Meet TechPac 05 from Heys’ new flagship line of high-end 
business backpacks. Sleekly modern, this lightweight, 

versatile and durable backpack is perfectly suited for the 
mobile lifestyle with an intuitive organizational system 

that includes dedicated padded sleeves. The sleeves 
feature special high density perforated foam and soft 

fleece linings for a 15.6” laptop and 10” tablet.  
MSRP $59.97

From MANCINI’s BIZTECH Collection, the bold 
design of the CompuRoller Duo-2-in-1 Business Set is 

engineered to transport your laptop with unsurpassed 
comfort and durability. The set includes a main case 

with an expandable compartment and a checkpoint-
friendly briefcase. Both cases feature an organizer 
with zippered pockets on the front for easy access  

to airline tickets, passport or documents.  
MSRP $335
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Olympia International’s HOVER Spinner Business Case is sturdy in 
1680d poly-ballistic fabric with PVC and elegantly imprinted  

full interior lining. With two spacious packing compartments,  
plus heavily padded laptop compartment and another  

with an accordion file and mesh zippered pocket,  
HOVER is ready to take the meeting. MSRP $240

BOCONI helps execs button down their look with 
Mathews Brokers, a 15” laptop case constructed 

of shrunken Spanish hides for rugged yet elegant 
sophistication. The bag easily transforms from a 

messenger bag to a top-handle brief with the 
hidden shoulder strap attachment. MSRP $498

Less formal, more fashion, all business. 
The JUMP laptop backpack from Bernard 

Ehret Design’s NICE Collection appeals 
to professionals seeking a bag beyond 

the usual. Made of high density twill 
nylon accented by top grain leather 

top handle, zipper pullers and logo, 
the backpack has an inside double 
padded pocket for 15’’ laptop plus 

iPad and assorted organizing 
pockets. MSRP $115
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LiteGear’s Treo Pack is a multifunction everyday bag that can be carried three ways: backpack style with adjustable, padded backpack straps; messenger style with 
removable shoulder strap; or cross-body. In recycled polyester, the bag features a large main compartment with a file pocket, a separate padded laptop compartment, 
front pocket with organizer panel, a zippered expansion panel and a padded air-mesh back panel.  MSRP $59.95 • The  F1 LHR (Heathrow) Overnight Bag from   
Flight 001 is business-minded with three separate compartments in the main body for clothing and toiletries, documents, work files and electronics, plus it includes 
an insulated laptop compartment. A slim design and attractive exterior make it office-appropriate and its many exterior compartments allow for optimal organization. 
MSRP $150/navy; $160/camouflage • A.Saks expandable Messenger Bag gives three extra inches of space in a lightweight bag (1 lb. 1 oz.) with front iPad pocket, 
padded interior and back zippered pocket. MSRP $79 • Attractive in 18-oz. waxed cotton twill trimmed with full grain U.S. cowhide, Korchmar’s WESLEY Slim Brief 
makes a business-savvy companion to the office or boardroom. It features a front zippered pocket, rear flat pocket, padded interior pocket and built-in iPad sleeve, as 
well as a removable shoulder strap. MSRP $198

Compact enough to accommodate most tablets/netbooks yet large enough to fit file folders and letterpad, Scully’s Workbag is perfect for business travelers who 
want to downsize their carry load to just the essentials. A padded compartment holds a tablet; another one has two open pockets and a zip pocket for paperwork. A 
center zip expander adjusts the bag to accommodate your workload. MSRP $125 • Equipped with some of the best tools and technology available, RIMOWA’s Bolero 
Notebook in glossy black polycarbonate has front pockets for travel documents, notes or personal items, combination padlock, notebook case, shoulder strap, leather 
luggage tag and trademark RIMOWA grooves – and it fits easily into the overhead bin. MSRP $375 • The Hanover, a super-lightweight briefcase from Knomo’s Mayfair 
Collection, presents a slim silhouette in luscious aubergine, perfect for those occasions when you need your laptop and a few essentials. Made of lightly coated cotton 
canvas twill combined with antique brass hardware and natural raw-edge leather trim, it has both comfortable carry handles and a detachable, adjustable shoulder 
strap. MSRP $169 • Tucano gets down to business with Edge, a laptop bag for MacBook Pro 15”, Ultrabook 15” and 15.6” notebook, plus iPad tablet. A well organized 
interior allows the safe transport of the latest generation of electronics; an elegant PU raw edge outlines its exterior. Carry handles and a padded, adjustable and 
removable shoulder strap add versatility. MSRP $129.99
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Stay connected and ahead of the game with 
Pacsafe’s Intasafe Z500 Backpack. Durable 
canvas material combines with soft, quilted 
lining to provide an extra layer of protection 
for your iPad/tablet and 15” MacBook. 
Seven anti-theft features, including the new 
Roobar™ anti-theft anchor lock, help to keep 
you in control of your valuables. MSRP $220

The Travelpro® Crew™ Executive Choice™ 
is a checkpoint-friendly messenger brief with 
a padded and quilted corduroy pocket for 
laptops up to 15.6”, plus a separate padded 
tablet pocket. A built-in business organizer 
and removable cord pouch provides  
efficient storage for business essentials  
and power cables, and an RFID-blocking 
pocket keeps credit cards and passport 
hidden safely away. MSRP $400

From business to pleasure: 
RONCATO’s Venice SL Spinner 
Tote is a carry-on wheeled tote 
featuring a removable, full 
organizer with a padded 
laptop/tablet compartment 
that can convert to an 
overnight suitcase. Fashion-
forward in a lightweight Italian 
design, it has lots of storage pockets  
and high quality handle and wheels.  
MSRP $195.
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Rugged Equipment beautifies business with 
an Adrienne Vittadini Rolling Laptop Carry-on 
in rich, textured PU with butter-soft trim. With 

a three-stage telescopic handle system and 
easy-glide ball bearing inline skate wheels, 

the case has an interior padded laptop 
sleeve, accessory pockets and organizer, and 

signature zipper pulls. MSRP $380

Built for the discerning road warrior, 
Samsonite’s Pro 4 DLX Vertical Spinner 
Mobile Office is tough enough for daily 

use, refined enough to always look good. 
Amenities include leather touch points; 

Poron® shock absorbers to help protect your 
laptop; an adjustable laptop system that 

provides a custom fit; and spherical spinner 
wheels with turbine hub. MSRP $249.99

Bric’s presents your office on wheels with 
its Rolling Office, a 4-wheeled spinner case 

with removable computer and media sleeves 
for tablets or computers, plus organizational 

pockets and space for files or overnight 
clothing. MSRP $595; $1,175/all leather

Please see the Buyer’s Guide on  
pages 62-63 for a directory of the  

companies whose products are  
included in this feature.
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